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Foreword

Cities are continuously evolving, seeking to become more attractive as places to 
live, work and play. They are engines of economic growth as well as the key to our 
future health and wellbeing. It is not surprising that they are currently the subject of 
great focus and attention, academically and politically. In the UK, powers are being 
devolved to cities, which are increasingly taking control over their own futures and 
setting their own priorities. It is within this context that the Foresight project on the 
Future of Cities has explored how UK cities work today and how they will need 
to evolve in the future to meet the challenges and opportunities that the coming 
decades will pose. 

Science and evidence, in the broadest sense, are key to developing a better 
understanding of what makes successful cities both ‘liveable’ and engines of 
economic growth. New technologies and innovative design will have a key role 
to play but predicting the future is simply not possible. To help cities, and the 
people that live in them, be more resilient and dynamic, policy makers will need 
to be able to think in a structured way about different possible futures, some 
more desirable than others. 

To support city policy makers, the Foresight project has developed a peer-reviewed, 
interdisciplinary evidence base. Understanding the past is key to thinking about the 
future, so this evidence base looked backwards as well as forwards. The academic 
evidence has been enhanced by a series of seminars and interactive workshops 
which drew on the locally based expertise of those who make decisions in our cities 
today. This approach to evidence gathering has been critical to understanding the 
individuality of UK cities, as well as the commonalities. 

Understanding the interaction between the local and national, and how national 
policy impacts differently across the UK and across cities, is critical when 
thinking about how cities are designed, developed and delivered. This report, 
and the evidence base which underpins it, make an important contribution to that 
understanding and I am indebted to the many authors and experts who contributed 
throughout the project to develop it. 

Sir Mark Walport Professor Sir Alan Wilson 
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7 Context 

Eqntezt
 

The Foresight Future of Cities project was launched in June 2013 and run by 
Ya^ 9hY^Wgf^gY 4_fi\^ _hW E\b^g\^� 8Whf ����� Ya^ G0 9hY^Wgf^gY ZZV WZSb]e\ 
developing a path in which an increasing range of negotiated powers were devolved 
to some cities and city-regions, making it an appropriate time to use the project to 
systematically explore drivers of change, options, and imperatives for the longer 
term future of UK cities. 

At the same time, and in parallel with the Foresight Future of Cities project, a 
vast and diverse body of research and policy development work was produced by 
think tanks, universities, research institutes and commissions. This work was aimed 
ZY bgfjZ^g\bg` ShVVb[e^ _ZYZW^ ]bW^\YbhgV _hW G0 ZW[Zg Sheb\\ Zg] \bY\ ]^Y^ehSf^gY� 
There is no lack of ideas about the future of cities. The extensive expertise and 
understanding of UK cities, and what might ensure they are prosperous, healthy 
places in future is impressive, as well as encouraging. Building a clear framework 
for cities to succeed and prosper has been, and should continue to be, a 
collaborative process. 

All cities are unique, and this diversity means that there is no ‘one’ future of cities or 
model pathway to follow: those concerned with the future of a given city, or system 
of cities, will have to forge their own paths and do their own future thinking. Whilst 
predicting the future is impossible, the current phase of dynamic urbanisation and 
re-urbanisation means that it is certain that it will be substantially different from now. 

Ptqleet Hqewu< c nqni/teto xkew qh the hwtwte qh WM ektkeu kn 2262 cnf 2285 

;g YabV \hgY^[Y� Ya^ 8hW^Vb`aY SWhc^\Y aZV fZ]^ Z ]bVYbg\YbY^ Zg] VS^\bfi\ \hgYWb[ZYbhg 
to the UK cities agenda by taking a longer term view of the future of cities. From a 
policy maker perspective, this is crucial as they need be able to navigate complex 
decisions, in a constantly changing environment, which will have impacts over a long 
timeframe. These decisions typically transcend sectors and areas of service delivery. 
For example, we are still living with the health impacts of the decision to promote 
car-oriented design in cities almost 50 years ago, and our cities are still adjusting to 
de-industrialisation processes that started in the 1960s. 

To make effective decisions, policy makers need robust evidence about cities. 
The Foresight Future of Cities project combined traditional evidence gathering with 
^[S^WY bgVb`aYV _Whf \bY\ h_fi\bZeV� SWZ\YbYbhg^WV Zg] ]^\bVbhg fZd^WV� Fa^V^ Z^W^ 
gathered through seminars and interactive workshops held by the Project Team  
and Lead Expert Group in over 25 cities across the UK. 

The academic, peer-reviewed papers, as well as shorter essays and the outputs 
of seminars and workshops, were published throughout the project. This extensive 
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output can be found at https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/future-of-cities. 
But as cities constantly change and evolve so does the evidence base. Enhanced 
understanding and insights are being developed all the time and new solutions 
proposed. Therefore, even the best evidence gathered will only be a snapshot in 
time, quickly superseded by the next project or report. In this constantly shifting, 
_ZVY�SZ\^] ^gYbWhgf^gY� Ya^ 8hW^Vb`aY SWhc^\Y b]^gYbfi^] YaZY ]^\bVbhg fZd^WV 
also needed methods for analysing new evidence as well as tools to help them 
consider the long run impacts of the decisions they take today.   

Ptqleet Korcet< oethqfu cnf tqqnu hqt feekukqn ockkni 

3V Z W^VZeY� Ya^ SWhc^\Y _h\ZV^] Vb`gbfi\ZgY ZYY^gYbhg hg bgY^WZ\YbY^ ZhWdVahSV Zab\a 
used easily replicable methodologies and tools to draw practical conclusions about 
Ya^ _ZYZW^ h_ \bYb^V ZY Z gZYbhgZe� eh\Ze Zg] V^\YhWZe e^Y^e� Fh VZSShWY YabV Zg] W^fig^ 
these methodologies, the project established the ‘City Visions Network’. Over 25 
\bYb^V chbg^]� Zehg`Vb]^ gZYbhgZe `hY^Wgf^gY h_fi\bZeV� Z\Z]^fb\V� ZW[Zg ]^Vb`g^WV� 
practitioners, business representatives and third sector organisations to provide 
unique perspectives and insights as well as understand commonalities about cities. 
Six cities led the way by running their own Foresight projects and in the later stages 
of the project, Milton Keynes Council launched their 2050 Futures Commission, 
drawing on the expertise of the network, as well as the Foresight project team. 
Detail of this city-level work can be found in the accompanying Hqteukiht hqt 
Ektkeu report. 

As this work progressed it was clear that a high degree of collaboration and 
integration is required in most of the important issues affecting the UK’s internal 
development. Central and local government will need to forge new and agile ways 
of working together to help tackle both local and national challenges. Inspired by 
Ya^ 5Z[bg^Y 4_fi\^’V ZhWd Yh hS^g ZS gZYbhgZe Sheb\\ fZdbg`� Ya^ 8hW^Vb`aY SWhc^\Y 
conducted a place-based open policy making experiment. 

The starting point was the repeated concern cited in our seminars and workshops 
that too many of the UK’s graduates appear to gravitate to London, at the expense 
of other UK regions. The project reviewed the evidence, noted the important policy 
developments already in train, and then considered what practical innovations 
might be mounted to tackle the issues involved. This experiment brought together 
six cities, with their universities and central government departments, in an action 
group focused on working out how more UK city-regions could be attractive to 
graduate talent. The details of this work are contained in another accompanying 
report, Hwtwte qh Ektkeu< Gtcfwcte Mqbknkt{ cnf Ptqfwetkxkt{. 

Towards the end of the project, whilst the evidence base the project had gathered 
was extensive, it was apparent that there were still gaps in our understanding of 
cities. The project held an interactive workshop with all of the academic experts it 
had consulted over the last three years, as well as leaders from the major urban 
research initiatives within the Research Councils, to develop an agenda for future 
urban research, Vhe Sekenee qh Ektkeu< Hwtwte Teuecteh Ptkqtktkeu. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/future-of-cities
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�� Urban metabolism Zg] \ebfZY^ \aZg`^ ehhdV ZY Ya^ VYh\dV Zg] fjhZV YaWhZ`a 
the urban environment, in terms of energy and resources but also more broadly 
where possible. It also includes the implications of climate change for cities and 
topics such as ecosystem services. 

�� Urban form examines the physical characteristics that make up built-up areas, 
bg\eZ]bg` Ya^ VaZS^� Vb]^� ]^gVbY\ Zg] \hgfi`ZWZYbhg h_ V^YYe^f^gYV ZY Zee V\Ze^V� 
This includes issues of physical accessibility within and between cities via public 
and private transport. 

�� Urban infrastructure systems cover the provision of energy and water 
resources that society needs to function, and enable people, information and 
`hh]V Yh fhY^ ^_fi\b^gYe\ Zg] VZ_^e\� FabV bg\eZ]^V ^g^W`\� YWZgVShWY� ZZY^W 
supply, waste, ICT, cultural/social, green and blue infrastructure. 

�� Urban governance includes issues of leadership, governance boundaries, 
structures, relationships between local and central governments, planning, 
SeZ\^�fZdbg`� ZVS^\YV h_ SZ[eb\ V^WYb\^V Zg] SZ[eb\ figZg\^V� 

This overview report sits alongside, and complements, three other reports from 
the Future of Cities project. Each demonstrates how the evidence gathered 
throughout the project can be used to catalyse action in relation to the future 
h_ G0 \bYb^V-

 	 Hqteukiht hqt Ektkeu – V^YV hZY Ya^ [^g^fiYV h_ ^Yb]^g\^�[ZV^]� ehg` Y^Wf Yabgdbg` 
and developing a vision for the future for UK cities. This resource also offers 
practical lessons for implementing and managing a city foresight process and 
bV Zbf^] SWbfZWbe\ ZY eh\Ze `hY^Wgf^gY h_fi\bZeV Zg] SZWYg^WV� 

 	 Vhe Sekenee qh Ektkeu cnf Hwtwte Teuecteh Ptkqtktkeu – examines what science 
can offer to understanding the future of cities, and in what direction research 
could most usefully be focused in future. 

 	 Hwtwte qh Ektkeu< Gtcfwcte Mqbknkt{ cnf Ptqfwetkxkt{ – The Foresight project 
used an experimental approach of place-based, open policy-making to consider 
the topic of graduate mobility, which is an important element of high-skilled 
labour mobility and productivity (Challenge 5 in this report). This encouraged 
collaboration between national government and key local actors including 
local government, universities and employers to meet national challenges. 
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13 Executive Summary 

Gzeewtkxe Swooct{
 

Cities matter to the UK’s future. They are already concentrations of population 
and employment, and will be home to much of the country’s future population and 
economic growth. Cities are centres of commercial, cultural, institutional, and socia 
life. In short, they are both central to the shaping and delivery of national policy 
objectives, and the locations where broad social, environmental and economic 
changes play out in practice. 

UK cities are highly diverse, each with a distinctive history and its own set of 
relationships with its neighbours and with central government. These unique 
W^eZYbhgVabSV Zg] V\VY^fV fZd^ bY ]b_fi\ZeY Yh `^g^WZebV^ Ya^ _ZYZW^ ]^Y^ehSf^gY 
of cities. This Foresight project has developed a broad evidence base and 
consulted local actors to understand challenges and opportunities from those 
most experienced in the issues affecting UK cities. The single theme which runs 
throughout this work is providing the best possible evidence for national and city 
level decision-makers. 

A inqbcn cienfc hqt ektkeu 

In addition to the scale and speed of global urbanisation, there are four reasons why 
Ya^ _ZYZW^ h_ \bYb^V aZV [^^g Z `WhZbg` `eh[Ze \hg\^Wg Vbg\^ Ya^ figZg\bZe \WbVbV� 

1. Policy-makers at many levels and scales have recognised that cities will host the 
vast majority of future population and economic growth. If nations as a whole are 
Yh SWhVS^W _Whf Ya^ Vab_Y Yh Z ]hfbgZgY ZW[Zg fh]^� \bYb^V g^^] Yh [^ \hgfi`ZW^] 
tq cehkexe kortqxef nkxecbknkt{ cnf knenwukqn, cnf rquktkxe rtqfwetkxkt{ cnf 

eqoretktkxeneuu qwteqoeu0 


2. There is now a widely understood historical record about the successes and 
failures of the last 150 years of urbanisation, especially in Europe and North 
America. This has raised awareness about the risks of regional economies 
entering negative path dependency, becoming too narrowly specialised, having 
unsuitable governance arrangements, or experiencing lock-in to unfavourable 
spatial patterns and transport development choices. 

�� Fa^ VS^\bfi\ WbVdV Zg] bfS^WZYbY^V h_ \ZW[hg ^fbVVbhgV� \ebfZY^ \aZg`^� gZYZWZe 
disasters and resource constraints are becoming clearer, especially at the city 
level. City and national governments are now under pressure to provide a vision 
of genuine sustainability and capacity to resist and recover from seemingly 
inevitable shocks and disruption. 

�� 5bYb^V ZW^ ghZ V^^dbg` Yh fZd^ Ya^ \ZV^ _hW bgY^VYf^gY Zg] fiV\Ze ]^\^gYWZebVZYbhg 
to fund large-scale reconstruction, renewal and a resilient and adaptable 
ZW[ZgbVZYbhg [ZV^] hg ��VY \^gYZW\ ]^Vb`g Zg] eb_^�\\\e^ figZg\^ SWbg\bSe^V� 
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Me{ ehcnnenieu cnf qrrqttwnktkeu hqt WM ektkeu 

The evidence base suggests that almost all UK cities will face ten common 
challenges to some degree: 

�� Leveraging available data on city processes. With data allowing more 
rapid and detailed feedback on policy impacts, there is emerging potential 
_hW bg\W^ZVbg` Ya^ ^_fi\b^g\\ h_ SZ[eb\ V^WYb\^ ]^ebY^W\� :hZ \Zg eh\Ze 
governments make best use of the data available? 

�� 6hanging demographics� :hZ fb`aY Ya^ Vb]^ h_ G0 \bYb^V \aZg`^ bg Ya^ 
future? 

�� 4geing population. Given the increasing proportion of older people living 
in urban areas, how could cities provide attractive living and working 
environments for an ageing population? 

�� 7ivergent economic performances. Economic performance varies across 
UK cities. Which sectors might increase employment opportunities outside 
the greater south-east and what supporting infrastructure could be required? 

�� ;igh�skilled labour mobility and productivity� :hZ \Zg \bYb^V ZYYWZ\Y 
and retain an appropriate mix of skills beyond the provision of employment 
opportunities? 

�� <ntegrating systems to make cities liveable. There are increasing 
correlations between cities’ well-being, liveability and economic performance. 
:hZ ]h ]b__^W^gY SZYY^WgV h_ VSZYbZe ]^Y^ehSf^gY ^gaZg\^ Ya^ ebY^Z[bebY\ h_ 
UK cities? 

�� Managing risks to city environments and resource supply� :hZ VahZe] 
action within and beyond city boundaries reduce resource dependencies 
and carbon footprints? 

�� <ncreasing housing pressures� :hZ \hZe] \bY\ VSZ\^V [^ SeZgg^] Zg] 
]^Y^ehS^] Yh a^eS f^^Y ahZVbg` ]^fZg]V ZV \bYb^V `WhZ1 :hZ \Zg Z^ 
make successful places in 2065? 

�� 7ifferential connectivity levels between and within cities� :hZ \hZe] 
enhanced transport links impact city employment levels? 

��� 6hanging ideas about decision�making and accountability. What could 
devolution mean for civic participation and how people will be represented 
in cities and city-regions? 



 
 

 

 

15 Executive Summary 

Some of these challenges can be addressed, or at least alleviated, through 
targeted action by collaborations of relevant parties. It is important to note that 
the above challenges are diffuse in their nature, for example, some may require 
‘designing out’ over time or using whole-systems approaches to city planning 
and governance – but collaboration and experimentation are likely to be 
important in each case. 

Foresight has developed a prototype for addressing these challenges using an 
experimental approach of rncee/bcuef open policy-making. Graduate mobility is 
an important element of high-skilled labour mobility and productivity (challenge 
5), and is the focus of a complementary Foresight work stream undertaken 
with national government, cities, universities and employers. The result of this 
\heeZ[hWZYbhg bV fiY^ bgY^WY^gYbhgV [^bg` YZd^g _hWZZW] bg G0 \bYb^V Yh bfSWhY^ Ya^ 
ways that cities work with their graduates. Further detail can be found in Hwtwte 
qh Ektkeu< Gtcfwcte Mqbknkt{ cnf Ptqfwetkxkt{. 

Hwtwte ttcleetqtkeu hqt WM ektkeu 

Extrapolating trends can be a useful starting point, but it is important to 
emphasise the inevitable uncertainty in the future of cities. Cities will face 
pressures and shocks over the next 50 years and there will always be surprises, 
opportunities, disruptions17 18 and unpredictable developments. For example, 
emerging trends might suggest that driverless vehicles could be in widespread 
use in cities over the coming 50 years. One outcome of such a scenario could be 
that high-value real-estate, currently used for car parking, would be freed up for 
ab`a^W YZeZ^ ZV^V� :hZ^Y^W� Ya^W^ ZW^ fZeYbSe^ Zg\^WYZbgYb^V bg YabV hZY\hf^ – 
not just relating to the vehicle technology, but also to the social context of cities 
which may lead to quite different outcomes. 

Futures tools, such as scenarios or roadmaps, can stimulate discussion about 
how the social context and behavioural response might play out in different ways. 
This can help policy-makers make resilient decisions today, which will have 
[^g^fi\bZe bfSZ\YV bg Ya^ ehg`�WZg� Fa^ SWhc^\Y’V Hqteukiht hqt Ektkeu resource 
SWhYb]^V `Zb]Zg\^ hg Ya^ Y^\agbVZ^V Zg] [^g^fiYV h_ ZVbg` VZ\a _ZYZW^V YhheV 
at the local level. 
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Introduction: Shaping the future of UK cities 19 

Knttqfwetkqn< Shcrkni the hwtwte  
qh WM ektkeu 

‘Future cities’ have been talked about – and visualised - for hundreds of years, 
as urban areas around the world have been imagined, planned, built, adapted 
Zg] ZgZe\V^]� 4g^ h_ Ya^ fhVY ab`a SWhfie^ YbVbhgV bg Ya^ G0 bV 7[^g^]^W 
:hZZW]’V 9ZW]^g 5bY\ bg ���� (8b`ZW^ � [^ehZ)� [ZY Ya^W^ aZY^ [^^g fZg\ 
more (Figure 2 below). 

9igure �- 8benezer ;oward’s 9igure �- Reproduced from 
:arden 6ity ����19 9uture 6ities by permission 

of Usborne Publishing�20 

Not all of these visions came to pass of course, but they were driven by a strong 
impulse to transform our relationship with urban space4. They challenged the 
prevailing conditions and problems of cities of the time and sought to produce 
spaces conducive to different ways of living. The Foresight project commissioned 
work on ₿A Vkuwcn Jkutqt{ qh the Hwtwte qh Ektkeu4, which recognises the impact 
that visualisations and descriptors can have on how cities of the future develop. 

The 9uture of 6ities- agendas� terminologies and meanings 

Architects, academics, planners, policymakers, businesses, charities and citizens 
(amongst others) have always been concerned with the futures of cities, focusing 
on actively shaping and managing urban areas to achieve positive productivity, 
liveability, and sustainability outcomes. 



in tandem with

  

What are future cities? Origins, meanings and uses



  

 

21 The Future of UK cities: Setting the Scene 

Vhe Hwtwte qh WM ektkeu<  
Settkni the Seene 

Yhete cte we nqwA 

:bVYhWb\Zee\ hg^ h_ Ya^ fhVY \^gYWZebV^] \hZgYWb^V bg Ya^ ZhWe]� Ya^ G0 bV ghZ 
undergoing devolution which presents an opportunity to do things differently.  
Over the coming 50 years, almost all government policies are likely to affect cities, 
whether explicitly or implicitly. Decisions taken now will determine the health, wealth 
and resilience of cities and the nation in the future. Cities are the contexts in which 
services are delivered, policies are enacted and investments are made, so well- 
informed national policy built on robust evidence will help create better cities 
which can add value to national policies. 

There have been many urban developments in the UK in the past 200 years (see 
Figure 4). Cities have increasingly shifted away from manufacturing-based industries 
YhZZW]V Z dghZe^]`^�[ZV^] V^WYb\^ ^\hghf\� bg\eZ]bg` figZg\^� bg_hWfZYbhg 
communication technologies (ICT) and creative industries. Cities are at different 
stages in this transition7 16, and London’s transformation is the most advanced in  
the UK. 

9igure �� Selective representation of two centuries of key UK urban 
developments 
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In the past, UK cities have been perceived as places affected by economic, 
environmental and social problems. Explicit urban and regional policy has at 
times sought to help parts of the UK overcome these challenges (particularly 
inner cities, which were often worst affected) with varying degrees of success 
and some unintended consequences6. The repopulation of former industrial 
areas gained momentum in the 1990s with large-scale dockland and riverside 
W^]^Y^ehSf^gYV Zg] `^gYWbfi\ZYbhg� FabV ZZV _heehZ^] bg Ya^ ����V [\ Ya^ 
]^Y^ehSf^gY h_ ab`a�]^gVbY\ ZSZWYf^gYV bg \bY\ \^gYW^V Zg] bgfiee�[Z\deZg] 
schemes throughout the urban fabric16, and planning policy has at times 
[^^g YZW`^Y^] ZY Ya^ W^]^Y^ehSf^gY h_ [WhZgfi^e] eZg]� SZWYb\ZeZWe\ bg Ya^ 
early 2000s16 5. 

In the UK today, as well as around the world, cities are now widely recognised 
as critical assets in supporting major national policy objectives, playing a 
fundamental role in national social and economic life. Cities can be many things: 

8conomic assets 

 
Locations to drive 
trade, productivity, 

and innovation 
by providing 

connectivity and 
proximity that can’t 
be easily achieved 

elsewhere 

Social hubs 

 
Places to increase 
standards of living, 

promote social 
mobility, tackle 

social disparities 
and improve social 

cohesion 

8nvironmental 
beacons 

The most resource 
^_fi\b^gY ZZ\ Yh 
accommodate 

growing populations, 
and to reduce 
environmental 

impacts, if they are 
well managed and 

resourced 

Yhct ecn we knqw cbqwt the hwtwteA 

All cities, including those in the UK, are unique and this diversity means that there 
is no single future of cities or model pathway to follow. Whilst it is not possible 
to predict the future with precision, the current phase of dynamic urbanisation 
and re-urbanisation means that it is likely the future will be substantially different 
from today. Cities are complex and unpredictable systems, so established 
trends will not necessarily continue into the future and cities will inevitably face 
developments and shocks over the next 50 years that we cannot foresee18 19. 
These include global ‘landscape’ changes such as geopolitical events and 
gZYZWZe aZ]ZW]V� Zab\a \bYb^V \ZgghY SW^]b\Y hW bgfjZ^g\^� [ZY Zg\^WYZbgY\ ]h^V 
not always mean there will be negative consequences. There will also be 
unforeseen opportunities, which cities can capitalise on. 
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Science and evidence can help us understand something about these possible 
future directions and provide decision-makers with key considerations to bear in 
mind when developing policy21 22. An important part of this process is to take stock 
of how cities have developed to the present and use these trends to help identify 
plausible future trajectories and scenarios, some of which may be less appealing 
to policy makers than others. Considering a range of different futures for UK cities 
can reveal whether decisions being made today are likely to support preferred 
outcomes in the future. 

The Cities project therefore commissioned evidence to look backwards, before 
looking forwards. The historical horizon was the same as the future horizon: 50 
years. This provided the critical context for understanding how UK cities could 
develop in the future, looking across different spatial systems. The project evidence 
base indicates that the future will see changes in how UK cities look physically, 
although the fastest changes are likely to be in the ways people live, move, behave 
and interact in cities. For example, the types of employment they have, the ways 
they commute and collaborate, how they are governed, they types of food that they 
eat and where it comes from. 

S{uteou cnf Kntetferenfenekeu 
Over the last decade national governments, across the globe, have started to think 
about the future of cities, for example Brazil created a Ministry of Cities in 2003 
and in 2004 the Indian government launched an independent Ministry for Urban 
Development23. In the UK, the government created a new role of Minister of Cities 
in 2011, charged with considering the impact of policies on Britain’s urban areas. 

FabV YW^g] W^fj^\YV Z `WhZbg` W^ZebVZYbhg YaZY Sheb\\fZd^WV g^^] Yh SeZg _hW Ya^ 
future of individual cities as well as a national system of cities. Increasingly it is 
seen as national governments’ role to try to actively support the whole national 
system of cities with effective system level policies in areas such as connectivity, 
W^`ZeZYhW\� bgVYbYZYbhgZe Zg] fiV\Ze _WZf^ZhWdV� 3V ^\hghfb^V ]^Y^ehS� gZYbhgZe 
governments are also expected to pay attention to knowledge production and 
complementary ‘eco-systems’, asset endowments and specialisations23. 

A u{uteo qh ektkeu 

Cities exist in interdependent regional, national and continental systems, 
whose sizes and relationships determine each city’s functions, specialisms and 
opportunities for evolution. These systems interact with each other to foster a 
system of systems within the city that includes: land use, transport, waste, water, 
energy, soft and hard infrastructure and social, economic and environmental 
processes. Understanding these city systems and working to integrate them is key 
to city progress. For example, in Singapore, Copenhagen, London and Bogota 
engineers, utilities and telecoms providers work together to ensure road works 
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hSYbfbV^ ^_fi\b^g\\ Zg] fbgbfbV^ ]bVWZSYbhg� FabV W^]Z\^V \hVYV _hW \bYb]^gV Zg] 
[ZVbg^VV^V Zg] beeZVYWZY^V Ya^ [^g^fiYV h_ \hgV\bhZV \hhW]bgZYbhg ZbYabg \bYb^V� 
The project has focused on the interdependencies in these systems to help 
understand diverse links between them and some of the cross-cutting topics. 

National systems of cities can be polycentric* or they can be dominated by one 
particular city in the system. Country size, character of economic development, 
Zg] Ya^ gZYZW^ h_ `hY^WgZg\^ V\VY^fV SeZ\ Vb`gbfi\ZgY Whe^V bg VaZSbg` ahZ 
national systems emerge and evolve. In many countries around the world, larger 
\bYb^V h_Y^g aZY^ fhW^ ]bY^WVbfi^] Zg] V^WYb\^�hWb^gY^] ^\hghfb^V� Fa^bW `W^ZY^W 
V\Ze^ \Zg f^Zg Ya^\ aZY^ fhW^ ShY^gYbZe Yh \W^ZY^ g^Z fiWfV Zg] ^g\hZWZ`^ 
mature or lower value-added industries to move elsewhere. Smaller cities, on 
the other hand, are often more specialised in either industry or services and can 
be highly innovative, although they may produce or trade in more standardised 
goods. They may remain competitive by supporting larger cities, either by 
hosting relocated sectors, by offering service support functions, or by developing 
complementary specialisations. 

The UK System of 6ities 

In the UK, the system of cities is characterised by the concentration of a 
Vb`gbfi\ZgY SWhShWYbhg h_ Ya^ gZYbhgZe ZW[Zg ShSZeZYbhg� Z^ZeYa� figZg\bZe fjhZV 
and production in London. London is by far the largest city within the UK. 
:hZ^Y^W� bY ]h^V ghY _Zg\Ybhg Zehg^ bg Ya^ V\VY^f� ]WZZbg` hg Z Zb]^W g^YZhWd 
of small and medium sized cities including Reading, Milton Keynes, Oxford 
and Cambridge to form a metropolitan area of approximately 20 million people. 
Managing and connecting the growth of the London mega-region will present 
both challenges and opportunities over the coming 50 years. 

Outside London and the greater south-east, the UK has multiple systems of 
cities which vary in their economic make-up, demographic composition and 
politics. For example, large metropolitan areas have emerged around the UK’s 
\hW^ \bYb^V**� bg\eZ]bg` 0Zg\a^VY^W� 1^^]V� 1bY^WShhe� Ea^_fi^e] Zg] 3^Z\ZVYe^� 
The combined assets of this system could be augmented through greater 
connectivity and devolution of governance arrangements which would enable 
the region to work together as a polycentric and clustered region for growth 
and investment. 

Foresight’s evidence shows that smaller UK cities performed more strongly 
over the past 30 years7. During the coming 50 years, enhancing smaller 
cities and developing new small cities as locations of competitiveness and 
productivity will also be critical to addressing national imperatives. 

* Bhe\\^gYWb\ \bYb^V � ZW^ hW`ZgbV^] ZWhZg] V^Y^WZe ShebYb\Ze� Vh\bZe hW figZg\bZe \^gYW^V� ;g Ya^ G0� EYhd^ bV Zg ̂ [ZfSe^ h_ Z 
polycentric city, having been formed by a federation of six towns in the early 20th century. 

** Core cities - Core cities are the 10 economically largest areas in England, Scotland and Wales outside of London: 
4bWfbg`aZf� 4WbVYhe� 5ZW]b__� 9eZV`hZ� 1^^]V� 1bY^WShhe� 0Zg\a^VY^W� 3^Z\ZVYe^� 3hYYbg`aZf Zg] Ea^_fi^e]� 
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UK cities are also embedded within a inqbcn network of cities, characterised 
by continuously increasing levels of inter-city connectivity, exchange and 
competition. UK cities host many global company headquarters, comprise major 
global cultural and tourism destinations, and are deeply embedded within the 
bgY^WgZYbhgZebVZYbhg h_ \ZSbYZe� 1hg]hg bV fhVY SWhfbg^gY Zg] bgfjZ^gYbZe� [ZY Zee G0 
cities play a role in the international system. 

Etquu/ewttkni tqrkeu 

The Future of Cities project has considered the main drivers of urban change 
within the multiple and complex systems acknowledged here. The following three 
examples demonstrate topics which cut across the six themes which provide the 
analytical framework for the project, yet are directly impacting the development of 
cities now and in the future. These are data, technology and health. 

Key challenges and opportunities from the evidence 

Leveraging available data on city processes - With data allowing more 
rapid and detailed feedback on policy impacts, there is emerging potential 
_hW bg\W^ZVbg` Ya^ ^_fi\b^g\\ h_ SZ[eb\ V^WYb\^ ]^ebY^W\� :hZ \Zg eh\Ze 
governments make best use of the data available? 

7ata 

New data is being generated on an enormous scale and nowhere more so than 
in cities. Many everyday activities and interactions within urban environments can 
be harnessed to generate a variety of data, ranging from apps and social media 
to satellite imagery. It is not just the quantity but also the veracity of data which 
is increasing – emergent information technologies show what people do, not 
just what they say they do. From autonomous vehicles to intelligent lampposts, 
to industrial bins which tell the relevant Local Authority when they are full, to 
using online journey planners to inform transport timetabling, cities are already 
successfully demonstrating the value of data and analytics. 

Fh fZd^ V^gV^ h_ YabV YZVY ]ZYZ�fjhZ� bY bV g^\^VVZW\ Yh ]^Y^ehS [^YY^W ZZ\V 
to analyse it. Just as important then as new data-generating technologies are 
emergent new methods of analytics, such as machine learning, data-mining, 
SZYY^Wg W^\h`gbYbhg� SWhfiebg`� VbfZeZYbhg Zg] hSYbfbVZYbhg Ze`hWbYafV� 

Cities can increasingly be seen as a key challenge – a modern-day ‘enigma 
\h]^’� :ZWg^VVbg` ]ZYZ Zg] ZgZe\Yb\V Yh fZd^ V^gV^ h_ Ya^ SZYY^WgV ZbYabg YabV 
code and thus cracking the ‘science of cities’ is a key future challenge. These 
ideas are explored in Vhe Sekenee qh Ektkeu Hwtwte Teuecteh Ptkqtktkeu. 
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A key new source of data emerging is the Internet of Things (IoT). Cities will be 
a major test-bed for the proliferation of the IoT on the managing, planning and 
operation of assets. IoT is essentially the general phenomenon whereby digital 
networks are connecting up infrastructure, appliances and people through various 
digital devices. 

It is estimated that 50 billion such devices will be connected by 202024. 
There are three main types of IoT interaction: 

i. Machine-to-machine (e.g. sensor-controlled mechanisms) 

bb� fZ\abg^�Yh�S^hSe^ (^�`� hgebg^ SZW\aZV^V� DZ]bh 8W^VZ^g\\ ;]^gYbfi\ZYbhg 
(RFID) cards such as ‘Oyster’ cards) 

iii. People-to-people (e.g. through Skype, Twitter etc.) 

These interactions have the potential to transform how public, private and 
community services are delivered and how people interact with each other and 
their environment. The capabilities to analyse and use this data and to act on the 
resulting insight must be in place before this vision of the future can be realised. 
Further discussion about the implications of this for government at all levels can 
be found in the paper the project produced for the Smart Cities Forum, Dctc cnf 
Ancn{tkeu< Teuqwteeu hqt Ektkeu24. 

Technology 

Technologies are not just materials and devices, but socio-technical systems. 
Fa^\ ZW^ \hgfi`ZWZYbhgV h_ S^hSe^ Zg] Yabg`V YaZY µZhWd’� 5bYb^V ZW^ [hYa 
themselves technologies for living and nests of evolving socio-technical 
sub-systems, which are both shaped by, and shape, their city25. 

Technology presents cities with opportunities to improve coordination of city 
systems, contribute to service delivery, and improve the citizen experience, 
particularly in the context of socio-technical relationships – that is, the interface of 
technology with behaviour. Smart homes could alter the use of urban space, but 
with an increase of social alienation or a reduction in the number of sites where 
people can interact6 26. In addition to ‘smart technology’, the project considered 
Ya^ Whe^ h_ fhW^ fZg]Zg^ Zg] ]hf^VYb\ Y^\agheh`b^V� _hW ^[ZfSe^� Ya^ fjZVa 
toilet, the electric light, and the Otis elevator safety mechanism25. The high-rise 
cities of the 20th century would not have been possible with only chamber pots, 
candlelight and staircases. 

Once technological systems are built, they may stay in place for a long time. 
Complex or heavy infrastructure with large amounts of capital invested, or 
VbfSe\ Ya^ ]^figbg` h_ VYZg]ZW]V� fZ\ \hgVYWZbg _ZYZW^ ]^\bVbhg�fZd^WV� fZdbg` 
these systems appear immovable. This is referred to as lock-in. While it can 
prevent cities opting for something better later on, it is not always bad and can 
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be harnessed to help improve life in cities. For example, lock-in which resulted 
in a greater emphasis on railway-oriented development, rather than car-based 
]^Y^ehSf^gY� fb`aY aZY^ [^^g [^g^fi\bZe bg Ya^ ehg`�WZg� 8hW Z V\Zg h_ Vhf^ 
future technologies which could affect the future of cities, see 4nnex 5. 

;ealth 

:ZfZg ]^\bVbhgV ZW^ VYWhg`e\ VaZS^] [\ ZW[Zg \hgY^[YV� Vh \bY\ ebYbg` SW^V^gYV 
a series of challenges and opportunities for public health. The Foresight Future 
of Cities project has broad perspective on health and cities which considers 
urban health and wellbeing as a total ‘ecosystem’. Evidence suggests that a 
whole-picture approach to improving health is needed for future cities – not just 
the delivery of better healthcare services27. If a more comprehensive and holistic 
way of looking at health in cities is adopted, then healthcare services within this 
[b``^W Sb\YZW^ \Zg [^ [^YY^W ]^Vb`g^] Zg] YZW`^Y^] hg g^^] ZbYa fhW^ ^_fi\b^gY 
use of resources over longer time cycles. For example, a more modular approach 
to building healthcare facilities in cities could enable clinics, GP practices and 
ahVSbYZe ]^SZWYf^gYV Yh [^ V\Ze^] ZS hW ]hZg bg ebg^ ZbYa Ya^ fjZ\YZZYbg` ]^fZg]� 

Designing future cities that adapt to the life course of the population, from birth 
through to old age, will also be important to maintain health and well-being across 
all age groups. The quality of the physical environment plays an important role 
in mental well-being28- Zfhg` Ya^ Vb`gbfi\ZgY _Z\YhWV ZW^ ghbV^ Zg] eb`aY e^Y^eV� 
[Zbe]bg` eZ\hZYV Zg] ZZ\ fig]bg`� Zg] Z\\^VV Yh gZYZW^� Fa^ ]^Vb`g h_ ^Y^W\]Z\ 
products, buildings, transport systems and information communication devices, 
Zee \hgYWb[ZY^ Yh e^Y^eV h_ VYW^VV hW \hgY^gY^]g^VV- Z V^gV^ h_ bgZ]^VZZ\\ hW 
V^e_�^_fi\Z\\- Zg] bVheZYbhg hW \hgg^\Ybhg Yh hYa^WV29. Clear links have also been 
demonstrated between land use and public health, which cut across socio- 
economic status. The areas in our cities where the fewest people exercise have 
twice the housing density and 20% less green space than the areas with the most 
active population30, and Greenspace Scotland found that “better health is related 
to green space regardless of socio-economic status”31. 
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Vheoctke Qxetxkew qh the Gxkfenee 

Nkxkni kn Ektkeu 

Living in cities encompasses people in the urban environment, including health, 
lifestyles, belonging and identity, culture and behaviour alongside housing, social 
disparities, public services and demography. In addition, the project recognises 
YaZY \bYb^V ZW^ Ya^ g^[ZV h_ W^YZbe� \hgVZfSYbhg� ZWYV Zg] SZ[eb\ V^WYb\^V� :hZ 
S^hSe^ ebY^ bg \bYb^V Zbee [^ bgfjZ^g\^] [\ \aZg`^V ZbYabg Ya^ hYa^W Ya^fZYb\ ZW^ZV 
of the project’s analytical framework, which are examined in the following 
sections. 

Four working papers commissioned by the project look at these topics in more 
depth. They are: 

• 	 Nkxkni kn the ekt{ 

• 	 Peqrne kn ektkeu< the nwobetu 

• 	 Ektkeu< the ewntwtcn fkoenukqn 

• 	  Eqrkni wkth ehcnie< wtbcn teuknkenee, uwutckncbknkt{, cfcrtcbknkt{  
cnf rcth ferenfenee0 

Key challenges and opportunities from the evidence 

Changing demographics� :hZ fb`aY Ya^ Vb]^ h_ G0 \bYb^V \aZg`^ bg  
the future? 

Ageing population. Given the increasing proportion of older people  
living in urban environments, how could cities provide attractive living  
and working environments for an ageing population? 

What is a city2 

;g `^h`WZSab\Ze Y^WfV� Ya^W^ bV gh Z`W^^] ]^figbYbhg h_ Z µ\bY\’ Zg] bg Ya^ G0 
Ya^W^ bV gh Vbg`e^ \hgVbVY^gY hW h_fi\bZe ]^figbYbhg YaZY bV ZV^] ZV Ya^ [ZVbV _hW 
SZ[eb\ Sheb\\ bgY^WY^gYbhgV� BWbfZW\ GW[Zg 3W^ZV (BG3V) Z^W^ fiWVY ZV^] [\ Ya^ 
Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) in the Stcte qh the 
Gninkuh Ektkeu report32 and are currently used by the Centre for Cities33. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-cities-living-in-the-city
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-cities-people-in-cities-the-numbers
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-of-cities-the-cultural-dimension
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-of-cities-coping-with-change
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-of-cities-coping-with-change
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Until the early 1990s, counter-urbanisation and economic transformation 
contributed towards shrinkage of the UK’s cities: between 1981 and 1991, 
PUAs lost 0.3 million people, while non-city areas of the UK saw an increase in 
population by 1.1 million1� :hZ^Y^W� Vhf^ ZW^ZV h_ bgg^W \bY\ ]^\ebg^ Z^W^ Ya^g 
VZ[c^\Y Yh `^gYWbfi\ZYbhg� [^`bggbg` fhVY ghYZ[e\ bg ;Vebg`Yhg bg ghWYa 1hg]hg� 
BW^YbhZVe\ V^fb�]^W^eb\Y ahZV^V� fjZYV Zg] ZZW^ahZV^V Z^W^ [hZ`aY ZS \a^ZSe\ 
ZV ]^Y^ehS^WV Zg] ahf^hZg^WV Z^W^ Z[e^ Yh YZWg Ya^f bgYh g^Ze\ \hgfi`ZW^] 
places for urban living15. In the decade between 2001 and 2011, the 64 PUAs 
experienced a substantial resurgence, growing by 2.4 million, accounting for 
nearly 60% of national population growth1. 

Analysis commissioned for the Foresight Future of Cities project considered how 
city population numbers have changed over the last 30 years and the possible 
implications of these trends to 2040 and 2065, building on the Stcte qh the 
Gninkuh Ektkeu Terqtt� FabV ZgZe\VbV b]^gYbfi^] Ya^ Vbg`e^ fhVY bfShWYZgY _Z\YhW 
affecting the future growth and size of cities as being the pace of the UK’s overall 
population growth. This is because the 64 PUAs in aggregate make up over 
half (54%) of total population and they have broadly matched national growth 
between 2001 and 20111. Subsequent analysis conducted using the 2012-based 
sub-national projections, which did not include Belfast, indicated that in terms of 
growth rate at a city level, 63 PUAs will contain 17.7% more people in 2036 than 
bg ����� \hfSZW^] Yh Ya^ hY^WZee 4WbYbVa fi`ZW^ h_ ����%� 0ZchW 5bYb^V (bg\eZ]bg` 
London) will increase by 20.6%, Large Cities up by 15.9% and Small Cities up by 
14.8%. All of these are higher than the non-cities’ 12.3% increase in population2. 

Analysis of the regional picture showed that the most stable element of the past 
YaW^^ ]^\Z]^V� _Whf ���������� bV YaZY EhZYa & 7ZVY 7g`eZg]’V ]^\Z]Ze `WhZYa 
rate has stayed at about 4-5% points above the rates of the other two parts of 
the UK. Looking to the future, the paper noted that it seemed likely that all three 
regional divisions would broadly track the national population growth rate but with 
Ya^ fZW`bg [^YZ^^g EhZYa & 7ZVY 7g`eZg] Zg] Ya^ hYa^W YZh W^`bhgZe ]bYbVbhgV 
[^bg` fZbgYZbg^]� :hZ^Y^W� YaW^^ d^\ ZW^ZV h_ Zg\^WYZbgY\ Z^W^ b]^gYbfi^]1. 
Firstly, how closely UK population growth will be to the ONS ‘principal projection’, 
secondly how this might be distributed across the country and thirdly, whether 
cities will maintain their recent share of this growth. Detailed analysis can be 
found in ₿Peqrne kn Ektkeu< the nwobetu. 

;ow can cities provide attractive living and working environments for an 
ageing population2 

Peqrne kn Ektkeu< the nwobetu1 also considered the age structure of UK cities and 
indicated that the 64 PUAs in aggregate would tend to track the national ageing 
trend expected over the next 50 years. At the UK level the main change between 
2012 and 2062 indicated by the ONS principal projection is a substantial increase 
in the proportion of people aged over 75 and a shrinkage of all the younger broad 
age groups. 
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For cities, however, the analysis indicated that the pace of ageing is unlikely 
to be as rapid as the national picture. In aggregate, the cities are very unlikely 
to entirely escape the major national shift into the over-75 age group, but on 
the basis of recent performance, the proportion of the urban population aged 
under-30 in 2062 may not be markedly different from its current level of 40%1. 

An ageing population will bring both challenges and opportunities for central and 
local government, with impacts on a wide range of public services. The Hqteukiht 
Hwtwte qh cn Aiekni Pqrwnctkqn project has collected evidence which is intended 
to form the basis for a range of policies and actions to: 

• 	 Maintain wellbeing throughout life, for all individuals regardless of their 
generation 

• 	 Improve quality of life for older people and enable them to participate 
more fully in society 

• 	 Ensure everyone can access the tools and facilities to help them live a 
long and healthy life. 

FaW^^ SZS^WV \hffbVVbhg^] [\ 9hY^Wgf^gY 4_fi\^ _hW E\b^g\^ _hW Ya^ 3`^bg` 
BhSZeZYbhg SWhc^\Y aZY^ fig]bg`V h_ SZWYb\ZeZW bgY^W^VY _hW \bYb^V Zg] \bY\�]^\bVbhg 
makers: Hwtwte qh Aiekni< ttcnurqtt cnf oqbknkt{, Hwtwte qh Aiekni< cfcrtkni 
hqoeu cnf nekihbqwthqqfu cnf Hwtwte qh Aiekni< hecnth cnf ecte knhtcuttwetwte. 

Key challenges presented by an ageing population are a greater prevalence of 
chronic illnesses and long-term frailty/disability, both of which affect individual 
mobility. There is also likely to be a requirement for living spaces which are 
adaptable to the needs of older populations, including serving as sites of long- 
term health care. Evidence commissioned for the Future of Cities project 
shows that an older population can provide cities with opportunities as well as 
challenges. For example, as the proportion of older people participating in work, 
education, leisure and cultural pursuits increases, they will have a key role to play 
in the socio-economic sustainability of the city, and by working for the voluntary 
sector contribute to its governance. Older people will form a growing cohort of 
consumers: the older consumer market is forecast to grow by 81% up to 2030, 
compared with 7% growth in the 18-59 age group15. 
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6ase Study 

9oresight’s Future of an Ageing Population project commissioned 
a case study to look at how the experience of the public can be 
harnessed to address the challenges and opportunities of ageing and 
demographic change35 7r� Lynne 6orner coordinates VO<68 (Valuing 
our <ntellectual 6apital and 8xperience) North which is based at 
Newcastle University� She reflects on how VO<68 North has developed 
a community of µresearch active citizens’ to support innovation in 
these areas� 

Vhe Pqtth Gcut ku c uocnn cnf tecuqncbn{ eqheukxe teikqn0 Kt ku hqttwncte 
kn hcxkni uwretb wnkxetuktkeu wkth wqtnf/encuu teuecteh qn ciekni, htqo 
cnn fkuekrnkneu knenwfkni bkqoefkekne, eqorwtet uekenee, enikneetkni cnf 
uqekcn uekeneeu0 Vhe Pqtth Gcut cnuq hcu the wkfeut kneqwcnktkeu kn kneqoe 
fkuttkbwtkqn cnf hecnth qh cn{ Gninkuh teikqn cnf uq kt ku koretctkxe thct 
we ehheetkxen{ wtknkue rcttnetuhkru between cecfeokc, rwbnke cnf xqnwntct{ 
ueetqt cnf knfwutt{ tq eq/fexenqr knnqxctkxe teurqnueu cnf uqnwtkqnu wukni 
the beut cxckncbne exkfenee tq tcekne hecnth kneqwcnktkeu cetquu the nkhe 
eqwtue cnf fkteetn{ knxqnxe ektkzenu kn eq/fexenqrkni uqnwtkqnu tq hecnth{ 
ciekni0 

VQKEG *Vcnwkni qwt Mentcn Ecrktcn cnf Gzretkenee) Pqtth ku c nkxen{ cnf 
etectkxe qticnkzctkqn, bcuef ct Pewecutne Wnkxetukt{ uknee 222; cnf c 
oqfen whkeh ecn be wuef tq uwrrqtt the knxqnxeoent qh the rwbnke tq uwrrqtt 
knnqxctkqn0 Kt wcu eutcbnkuhef cu c oeehcnkuo tq hctneuu the kooenue 
ezretkenee cnf eqnneetkxe wkufqo qh the rwbnke ct uecne tq ecrtwte thekt 
kfecu, knukihtu cnf xkukqn cu cetkxe rcttnetu kn fexenqrkni cnf knfeef 
feocnfkni knnqxctkxe uqnwtkqnu tq the ehcnnenieu rteuentef b{ ciekni 
rqrwnctkqnu cnf feoqitcrhke ehcnie0 Ykth wenn qxet 3222 reqrne knxqnxef, 
kt hcu uwrrqttef qxet 322 teuecteh rtqleetu cnf bwukneuu qrrqttwnktkeu kn 
the ncut 38 oqnthu0 

Vhe oclqtkt{ qh oeobetu cte qnfet reqrne, bwt reqrne qh cnn cieu cnf 
bcekitqwnfu cte knxqnxef0 VQKEGPqtth hcu knxeutef kn etectkni c
ÀTurishiQg cTPPuQitv Tf ‘research active citizeQs’, with martQershims 
between oeobetu qh the rwbnke cnf rctkentu wqtkkni wkth cecfeokeu, rqnke{ 
ocketu cnf bwukneuueu tq eq/etecte cnf ttcnuncte teuecteh exkfenee cnf 
uwrrqttkni knnqxctkqn0 Ptqleetu cte eztteoen{ xctkef  the{ tcnie htqo 
fexenqrkni new enikneetkni uqnwtkqnu cnf teehnqnqikeu, tq hecnth uetxkee 
feukin, fexenqrkni kntetxentkqnu tq tcekne kneqwcnktkeu, wqtkkni nqniet, 
kortqxkni rwbnke ttcnurqtt cnf hqwukni feukin cnf ezrnqtkni the tqne qh 
cttu cnf ewntwte kn uwrrqttkni wenn/bekni0 Qnfet reqrne theouenxeu cte c 
xcnwcbne teuqwtee kn henrkni tq kfentkh{ wnoet neef cnf feukin, fexenqr 
cnf ttkcn rtqfwetu cnf uetxkeeu0 
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Wtbcn Geqnqokeu 
Urban economies include consideration of the economic performance of the 
national system of cities, the performance of individual city economies, including 
skills, labour market performance and a city’s relationships to other systems  
(such as the European and global system of cities). 

The following evidence papers commissioned for the project provide more detail: 

 Vhe exqnxkni eeqnqoke rethqtocnee qh WM ektkeu< ekt{ itqwth rcttetnu  
3;83/2233 

 Dkxetient ektkeu kn rqut/knfwuttkcn Dtktckn0 *An wrfcte tq ₿Vhe exqnxkni 
eeqnqoke rethqtocnee qh WM ektkeu< ekt{ itqwth rcttetnu 3;83/22330) 

Key challenges and opportunities from the evidence 

Divergent economic performances of UK cities: Economic performance 
varies across UK cities. Which sectors might increase employment 
opportunities outside the greater south-east and what supporting 
infrastructure could be required? 

Graduate mobility and productivity: :hZ \Zg \bYb^V ZYYWZ\Y Zg] W^YZbg Zg 
appropriate mix of skills beyond the provision of employment opportunities? 

7ivergent economic performance 

Economic growth over the past three decades or so has been highly unequal and 
divergent across the UK’s main cities. Many of the former industrial large towns 
and cities of northern Britain have lagged persistently behind those in the south. 
The weaker performance of many of the northern cities has attracted Government 
attention in the past few years. Improving the growth performance in the country’s 
northern cities is seen as a way to increase jobs and incomes for the people living 
there, but also improve the UK’s productivity7 36. 

It is important to understand the factors that contribute to the differing levels of 
economic performance of UK cities, because this will shape how urban economic 
challenges are constructed and therefore how policy is formulated. The evidence 
base suggests four factors are particularly important, and these are developed 
below. A further factor is the governance structure of a city – the range of its 
institutions, the nature of collective decision–making, leadership and strategic 
policy. This is examined in the section on Urban Governance. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-cities-evolving-economic-performance-of-uk-cities
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-cities-evolving-economic-performance-of-uk-cities
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-cities-evolving-economic-performance-of-uk-cities 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-cities-evolving-economic-performance-of-uk-cities 


 
 

 

 

 

35 Thematic Overview of the Evidence 

1. The role of size/agglomeration 
2. The role of economic specialisation and the tradable base 
3. The role of competitiveness 
4. The role of human capital 

The role of agglomeration � city size 

Agglomeration refers to the accumulation of productive activities in close 
proximity to one another37� ;Y bV h_Y^g YahZ`aY Yh bgfjZ^g\^ Ya^ _hWf Zg] `WhZYa 
of cities because the environment it creates can foster further concentration 
h_ S^hSe^ Zg] fiWfV bg \bYb^V� Zab\a \Zg e^Z] Yh ShVbYbY^ ^[Y^WgZebYb^V� VZ\a ZV 
SWh]Z\YbYbY\ Z]YZgYZ`^V� :hZ^Y^W� Ya^ ^Yb]^g\^ bV ghY \e^ZW�\ZY Zg] ebYYe^ bV dghZg 
about the long-run evolution of agglomeration economies in cities. For example, a 
\bY\ YaZY ^[S^Wb^g\^V VZVYZbg^] ]^bg]ZVYWbZebVZYbhg bV ebd^e\ Yh fig] YaZY Ya^ ShVbYbY^ 
externalities that had developed around its manufacturing base, decline. This 
might mean cities have to ‘rebuild’ agglomeration economies, as their economic 
structures change. 

There also appears to be no clear correlation between economic performance 
and city size38, although this should not be taken to suggest that agglomeration 
economies are unimportant. The growth rates of output and employment in 
the majority of the core cities have consistently been below the corresponding 
growth rates for the national economy. Even London up to the late-1980s lagged 
national growth, but since then has undergone a major ‘turnaround’ in economic 
performance7. 

The role of economic specialisation and the tradable base 

According to some observers, economic specialisation is the motor of city 
growth7. Empirically however, the debate about how specialisation and diversity in 
UK cities relates to performance is somewhat inconclusive (see Figure 6). There 
is growing evidence that sectoral specialisation might matter less than functional 
specialisation and there are other studies that stress the importance of diversity 
of cities in product space, as well as the relatedness of their knowledge and their 
technologies. These questions remain far from settled, in part because of the 
]b_fi\ZeYb^V bga^W^gY Yh f^ZVZWbg` ]bY^WVbY\ bg Zg\ \hfSe^[ V\VY^f39. Empirically, 
]bY^WVbY\ aZV W^fZbg^] ]b_fi\ZeY Yh \aZWZ\Y^Wb]^ ZgZf[b`ZhZVe\ [^\ZZV^ f^ZVZW^V 
ZW^ ebgd^] Yh SZWYb\ZeZW \eZVVbfi\ZYbhg V\a^f^V hW YZ[hghfb^V� _hW ^[ZfSe^� Ya^ 
gZf[^W h_ SWh_^VVbhgV bg Z \bY\� Fa^ hZY\hf^ Zbee ]^S^g] hg ahZ fig^e\ VbfbeZW 
functions (in this case professions) are differentiated40. 

Fa^W^ bV ZeVh fZ\a ]^[ZY^ Z[hZY Za^Ya^W VS^\bZebVZYbhg bV [^g^fi\bZe Za^g bY 
comes to a city’s long-run performance and ability to withstand shocks, that is, 
its resilience. Evidence commissioned for this project indicates that much 
depends on the particular type(s) of specialization involved. A city or region 
specialized in heavy, capital-intensive sectors may end up being far less 
adaptable over time than a city specializing in knowledge intensive, 
information capital based activities7. 



  

The evolving economic performance of UK cities: city growth patterns 1981-2011



  

The evolving economic performance of UK cities: city growth patterns 1981-2011
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Wtbcn Metcbqnkuo 
3g ZW[Zg f^YZ[hebVf \Zg [^ YahZ`aY h_ ZV Ya^ bgfjhZV h_ fZY^WbZe Zg] ^g^W`\ 
W^VhZW\^V� Ya^ hZYfjhZV h_ ZZVY^V Zg] ^fbVVbhgV Zg] Ya^ W^Y^gYbhg h_ fZY^WbZeV 
as stock in the built environment and infrastructure. These complex and 
interconnected sets of systems can exist entirely within the city but most stretch 
into the area surrounding the city (the hinterland) and/or wider national or global 
systems to reach essential services and resources3. 

The concept of the city or urban ecosystem is related to urban metabolism and 
considers how urban areas interact with (and must be responsive to) other 
surrounding environments9. Cities through history have grown and prospered by 
inter-dependency with their hinterland and natural resources. These eco-systems 
can be seen as providing ‘services’ to human societies and economies, and are 
often referred to as ‘eco-system services’12. 

As well as depending on global systems, the metabolism of cities can have 
profound effects on the rest of the world – for example, through carbon emissions 
and their role in climate change. At the Paris climate conference (COP21) in 
6^\^f[^W ����� ��� \hZgYWb^V Z]hSY^] Ya^ fiWVY�^Y^W ZgbY^WVZe� e^`Zee\ [bg]bg` 
global climate deal. The key elements, which include a long-term goal of keeping 
the increase in global average temperature to well below 2°C above pre-industrial 
levels and an aim to limit the increase to 1.5°C45, will require city-scale action. 

In the future, cities will inevitably face some external ‘shocks’ from a range of 
factors, including the impact of climate change, so they will need to adapt and be 
resilient. For example, they may decide to develop localised ecosystem services, 
VZ\a ZV `W^^g bg_WZVYWZ\YZW^� Yh fbYb`ZY^ fjhh] WbVd hW aZY^ `W^ZY^W W^ebZg\^ hg 
local energy production 

The following working papers commissioned for the project provide further detail: 

•  Eqrkni wkth ehcnie< wtbcn teuknkenee, uwutckncbknkt{, cfcrtcbknkt{
cnf rcth ferenfenee0

• Vhe hwtwte qh the wtbcn enxktqnoent cnf eequ{uteo uetxkeeu

• Wtbcn oetcbqnkuo< c texkew kn the WM eqntezt

Key challenges and opportunities from the evidence 

Managing risks to city environments and resource supply: 
:hZ VahZe] Z\Ybhg ZbYabg \bY\ [hZg]ZWb^V W^]Z\^ W^VhZW\^ 
dependencies and carbon footprints? 

Integrating systems to make cities liveable: There are increasing 
correlations between cities’ well-being, liveability and economic 
S^W_hWfZg\^� :hZ ]h ]b__^W^gY SZYY^WgV h_ VSZYbZe ]^Y^ehSf^gY 
enhance the liveability of UK cities as they grow? 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-of-cities-coping-with-change
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-of-cities-coping-with-change
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-of-cities-ecosystem-services
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-of-cities-urban-metabolism
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Managing risks to city environments and resource supply 

Most forms of ecosystem within the typical UK city have improved over the last 50 
years, including habitats and micro-climates, greenspace and green infrastructure, 
air quality, water quality, and land contamination12� :hZ^Y^W� ^Yb]^g\^ bg]b\ZY^V 
that many ecosystems’ qualities depend on patterns of development, in the context 
of population and housing growth, and there are risks posed by a range of factors, 
including urban development and infrastructure and increased urban densities12. 
In addition, the UK is also facing considerable changes to its climate by 2065 
through drier summers, and warmer, wetter winters and more extreme weather 
events. The biggest changes in precipitation in winter will be experienced by the 
UK’s western cities while water and heat stresses will affect southern cities12. 
Within cities, these changes will be felt by people as effects on the physical 
^gYbWhgf^gY� :^ZY YZeg^WZ[bebY\ Zbee [^ Z SZWYb\ZeZWe\ ZW[Zg \aZee^g`^ – _hW ^[ZfSe^� 
London contains 40% of the neighbourhoods with a high vulnerability to heat 
risk12 and, as a result of its spatial extent, will likely need different interventions  
to smaller cities. 

In recent years, cities worldwide have taken the lead in planning and acting on 
unsustainable development, particularly through city networks such as the C40 
network. This trend is likely to become of increasing importance over the coming 
decades as cities sense their vulnerability to climate-related risks46. In the UK, the 
National Policy Planning Framework (NPPF), has 12 underpinning principles, one 
of which is to support the transition to a low carbon future in a changing climate, 
YZdbg` _Zee Z\\hZgY h_ fjhh] WbVd Zg] \hZVYZe \aZg`^� Zg] ^g\hZWZ`^ Ya^ W^ZV^ 
of existing resources, including conversion of existing buildings, and encourage 
the use of renewable resources, for example, by the development of renewable 
energy47. 

Some cities have already created guidance documents on how to move to a 
lower-carbon state, including mini Stern reviews of Birmingham48, Leeds and 
:Zee� Zg] Ya^W^ ZW^ bgY^WgZYbhgZe ^[ZfSe^V h_ \bYb^V Za^W^ Ya^ bgY^`WZY^] ]^Vb`g 
of sustainable neighbourhoods have achieved substantial reductions in energy 
intensity compared with conventional designs. A strong example is Vauban 
(Freiburg Germany), which uses under 60 kWh/m2 for building energy use3. 
Evidence commissioned for this project indicates that if London and other city 
centres continue to increase the density of the urban form, for example, by 
exploring underground space more intensively49 50 51, new and exciting forms 
of urban-eco-systems could emerge. Some possibilities include green roofs 
and living walls, elevated walkways and cycle ways, vertical gardening and 
aquaponics, semi-enclosed micro-climates in public spaces and atriums, 
bio-mimicry* on urban rivers and waterfronts, and creative landscapes for 
climate adaptation. 

* Fa^ 4bhfbfb\W\ ;gVYbYZY^ ]^fig^V [bhfbfb\W\ ZV Zg ZSSWhZ\a Yh bgghYZYbhg YaZY V^^dV VZVYZbgZ[e^ VheZYbhgV Yh aZfZg 
challenges by emulating nature’s time-tested patterns and strategies. The goal is to create products, processes, and 
policies—new ways of living—that are well-adapted to life on earth over the long haul. https://biomimicry.org/what-is- 
biomimicry/ 
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Vhe Mctoqt Texkew (2010) for example, recommended that spatial planning 
should: Hwnn{ knteitcte the rncnnkni, ttcnurqtt, hqwukni, enxktqnoentcn cnf hecnth 
u{uteou tq cffteuu the uqekcn fetetokncntu qh hecnth kn exet{ nqecnkt{0 Ptkqtktkue 
rqnkekeu cnf kntetxentkqnu thct bqth tefwee hecnth kneqwcnktkeu cnf oktkicte enkocte 
ehcnie54. 

Urban metabolism analysis can provide much of the evidence which relates to 
these policy priorities. First, the quantities of energy, wastes, industrial production 
Zg] hYa^W fjhZV ]^Y^Wfbg^] bg ZW[Zg f^YZ[hebVf ZW^ W^VZbW^] Za^g \Ze\ZeZYbg` 
Ya^ `W^^gahZV^ `ZV bgY^gYhWb^V h_ \bYb^V� E^\hg]� f^ZVZW^V h_ Ya^ ^_fi\b^g\\ h_ 
resource use in cities have been established based on urban metabolism studies. 
Third, in an urban planning and design context, urban metabolism has also been 
used as a framework for undertaking the design of sustainable or low carbon 
districts/neighbourhoods within cities. Fourth, urban retailers and consumers 
may make more informed purchasing decisions if they have knowledge of the 
impacts of their choices3. This is particularly important as it is likely that reducing 
the environmental impact of cities will also require a change in citizen behaviours. 
Although the long lifespan of much existing physical infrastructure means that 
lifestyles and behaviours are often locked in by these systems, there are aspects 
of urban lifestyles, for example, car-based travel, which are likely to be responsive 
to policy incentives to move towards a lower-carbon economy3. This is because 
consumers replace cars on a relatively regular basis. 

There are a range of methods and tools which policy makers can use to aid 
decision making and articulate plans and policies that are compatible with the 
objectives of citizen well-being and the development of economic potential (Vhe 
Hwtwte qh the Wtbcn Gnxktqnoent cnf Gequ{uteo Setxkeeu provides further 
]^YZbe)� :hZ^Y^W� Ya^ WM Pctkqncn Gequ{uteo Auueuuoent (2011) concluded that 
the natural world and its ecosystems are consistently undervalued in conventional 
economic analyses and decision-making53. In the Auueuuoent Hqnnqw Qn, 
published in 2014, it noted that there were wide gaps in the knowledge of the 
value of ecosystem services to local authorities, largely because the locally 
VS^\bfi\ ]ZYZ bV eZ\dbg` Yh Zg]^WYZd^ Ya^ g^\^VVZW\ YZeZZYbhg52. Evidence gathered 
for the Foresight project indicates that better spatial and temporal data for both 
urban and environmental sides is needed to address this12. 
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Wtbcn Hqto 
Urban form – the layout of cities, streets, buildings and open spaces as well 
as the wider settlement pattern – strongly shapes human behaviour and social 
outcomes. It facilitates connections that support and maintain social and 
^\hghfb\ bgY^WZ\Ybhg Zg] bY Z\\hffh]ZY^V Ya^ YZWbhZV fjhZV h_ S^hSe^� `hh]V� 
food, water and energy that constitute the city. 

The following working papers commissioned by the project consider these topics 
in more detail: 

• A xkuwcn hkutqt{ qh the hwtwte 

• Ptqureetu hqt ncnf, tent cnf hqwukni kn WM ektkeu 

• Wtbcn hqto cnf knhtcuttwetwte< c oqtrhqnqikecn texkew 

• Yhct cte hwtwte ektkeuA Qtkiknu, oecnkniu cnf wueu 

Key challenge from the evidence 

Increasing housing pressures: :hZ \hZe] \bY\ VSZ\^V [^ SeZgg^] Zg]  
]^Y^ehS^] Yh a^eS f^^Y ahZVbg` ]^fZg]V ZV \bYb^V `WhZ1 :hZ \Zg Z^  
create successful places by 2065? 

The pattern of development since the 1947 Town and Country Planning Act 
has been broadly based on suburban developments, contained by green belts 
(although there have been selective incursions into green belts for housing 
development). In parallel, there have been successive waves of garden cities and 
new and expanded towns. The trend towards suburbanisation, the development 
of out-of-town retail and service facilities and the growth of fast road travel 
created a business-park economy15, which affected many high streets and 
city centres. 

:hZ^Y^W� fhW^ W^\^gYe\� Ya^W^ aZV [^^g Z YW^g] YhZZW]V `^gYWbfi\ZYbhg h_ bgg^W� 
\bY\ ZW^ZV� ZV SW^YbhZVe\ V^fb�]^W^eb\Y ahZV^V� fjZYV Zg] ZZW^ahZV^V aZY^ [^^g 
[hZ`aY ZS W^eZYbY^e\ \a^ZSe\ Zg] W^\hgfi`ZW^] bgYh g^Z ]Z^eebg`V� 1ZW`^W G0 \bYb^V 
have experienced a reurbanisation of jobs and businesses55. Some of the UK’s 
fastest growing economic sectors (principally creative industries and technology) 
are attracted to places which are structured in more traditional densely connected 
street networks rather than newer business park layouts. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-cities-a-visual-history-of-the-future
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-of-cities-land-rent-and-housing-in-uk-cities
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-cities-urban-form-and-infrastructure
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-cities-origins-meanings-and-uses
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The return to city centre living has been led by the bigger cities. The populations 
of city centres in large cities doubled between 2001 and 2011, principally driven 
by students and young professionals. A recent survey conducted by Centre for 
Cities suggested this was because of access to work, culture and leisure facilities 
and that the growth of many small and medium-sized cities has been slower, 
driven by families and workers in non-professional occupations56. 

In 2015, the Government set out a target of 200,000 new homes per year and 
hg^ fbeebhg g^Z ahf^V Yh [^ [ZbeY [\ ����� :hZ^Y^W� bg Ya^ \^ZW Yh Ya^ ^g] h_ 
June 2015, only 131,500 homes were completed57. Many reports have set out 
the possible effects of failing to increase homebuilding: low productivity, rising 
homelessness, stalled social mobility, declining pension savings and a rising 
[^g^fiY [bee – Zee h_ Zab\a WbVd Zg]^Wfbgbg` Ya^ \hfS^YbYbY^g^VV h_ hZW \bYb^V58 59. 

In the short-term, the main barriers to meeting housing demand are the price 
and availability of land, along with the practices of developers5. Evidence 
suggests that patterns of housing demand have long-term origins5 and will also 
require long-term solutions. While regulatory frameworks and legislation could 
be adjusted in various ways to address short-term barriers to meeting housing 
demand, more factors will be critical for the liveability of cities in the longer 
term. These are explored in the following section. 

6haracteristics of successful urban forms in ���� 

The Foresight project has shown that the experience of living in a city is about 
more than housebuilding and our evidence base suggests place-making will 
need to be a key element of planning over the coming 50 years16. A paper 
commissioned for this project has developed a set of characteristics for 
successful urban forms in the UK in 2065, which are summarised in Figure 9. 

The paper systematically assessed the relative merits of different models of 
future urban form against these success criteria, both for existing places and the 
construction principles for new places. The models for future urban form include 
hSYbhgV VZ\a ZV bgY^gVbfi\ZYbhg h_ ^[bVYbg` ZW[Zg V^YYe^f^gYV� g^Z ]^Y^ehSf^gY 
of the periphery of existing urban settlements and dispersed developments in 
small villages and hamlets. Innovative exploitation of urban underground space, 
tested for future resilience, is a means of achieving greater densities50 60. 

8Whf YabV� Ya^ fhVY SeZZVb[e^ hSYbhgV _hW ZW[Zg _hWf bg Ya^ _ZYZW^ Z^W^ b]^gYbfi^]� 
3 d^\ fig]bg` ZZV YaZY ]^Y^ehSbg` g^Z SeZ\^V bg Z ]bVS^WV^] ZZ\ ZZV ebd^e\ 
to result in increased costs per capita in terms of public service delivery and 
provision of energy, water and transport infrastructure. The full analysis can 
be accessed in the project’s evidence paper, Wtbcn hqto cnf knhtcuttwetwte< 
c oqtrhqnqikecn texkew16. 
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Environmental Social Economic 

Make sustainable use of the UK’s 
land resource, accommodating 
demographic change without loss of 
valued land 

Adapt to future changes (social 
economic and environmental in a 
socially equitable way 

Do not cause land/property/price 
shocks/instability 

Make sustainable use of the UK’s 
environmental resources (including 
protecting and enhancing biodiversity) 

Are desirable to the population 
costs 

Are physically adapted for the UK’s 
future climate 

Provide a range of housing types 
and tenures to meet needs and be 
affordable 

costs 

Do not contribute to future climate 
change (i.e, reduce carbon emissions, 
exceeding or matching international 
targets) 

Are accessible for all 
(for suppliers and residents) 

Improve (or do not worsen air quality) Provide access to health/education/ 
cultural/leisure services for all 

Support local economies and 
economic diversity 

systems 
Are healthy Attract inward investment 

management (systems and 
behaviours) 

Are safe Facilitate innovation and creativity 

management (systems and 
behaviours) 

water) management (systems and 
behaviours) 

different infrastructure systems 

Source: Adapted from Williams, K. (2014) Urban form and infrastructure: a morphological review
for Science, London, UK 

Urban Infrastructure 

the energy and water resources that society needs to function, and enables 
soft and digital infrastructure to support people, information and goods to move 

16. Infrastructure is deemed successful when it ‘meets 
demand and provides reliable, cost effective and high quality services’16. 

Cities act as nodes within a wider, relatively mature, infrastructure system – the 
UK’s system of cities – in which relatively slow-changing urban forms provide the 
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V^YYbg` _hW fhW^ WZSb]e\ \aZg`bg` µfjhZV’ h_ \ZSbYZe� S^hSe^� fZY^WbZe Zg] ^g^W`\ 
resources, wastes and emissions, referred to in the previous section as the ‘urban 
f^YZ[hebVf’� ;g YabV \hgY^[Y� Ya^ bgY^WW^eZYbhgVabS [^YZ^^g µZW[Zg _hWf’ Zg] µfjhZV’ 
is critical to understanding societies’ infrastructure needs16. 

The following paper commissioned for the project provides further detail: 

• Wtbcn hqto cnf knhtcuttwetwte< c oqtrhqnqikecn texkew 

Key challenge from the evidence 

Differential connectivity levels between and within cities: :hZ fb`aY 
enhanced transport links impact city employment levels? 

Transport infrastructure- increased demand  

0Z\a Sa\Vb\Ze bg_WZVYWZ\YZW^� bg\eZ]bg` Ya^ G0’V YWZgVShWY g^YZhWdV� bV µfi[^]’ Zg] 
has life-spans and a set geography of hundreds of years. These systems need 
to provide reliable and high quality services within both relatively ‘slow’ changing 
ZW[Zg _hWfV Zg] Ya^ WZSb]e\ Vab_Ybg` µfjhZV’ h_ Ya^ ��VY 5^gYZW\� Fa^ \aZee^g`^V 
associated with this have been brought into sharp focus in the last two decades 
ZbYa Ya^ Z\\^e^WZYbhg Zg] bgY^gVbfi\ZYbhg h_ fjhZV� SZWYb\ZeZWe\ YahV^ ZVVh\bZY^] 
with demographic change16. 

There has been steady growth in demand for transport infrastructure over recent 
decades, particularly at the inter-city scale. The number of passenger journeys 
on franchised rail services in Great Britain reached 1.654 billion in 2014-15. This 
is an increase of 4.2%, (67.3 million) on the previous year, and an increase of 
69.5% since 2002-3, when only 975.5 million journeys were made61. Meanwhile, 
the growth of road transport (including freight) has been facilitated by the 
construction of motorways and a fast road network from the 1960s – 1980s. 
Forecasts by the Department for Transport(DFT) suggest a growth in future 
road demand of between 19% and 55% between 2010 and 2040. 

:hZ^Y^W� _hW^\ZVYV bg gZYbhgZe YWZ_fi\ `WhZYa \Zg fZVd YZWbZYbhgV YaZY h\\ZW 
across areas, roads and vehicles. For example, the strategic road network (SRN) 
(µYWZgd WhZ]V’ fZgZ`^] [\ Ya^ :b`aZZ\V 3`^g\\62) represents around 2% of 
the total of England’s road network, but it carries around one third of the total 
fhYhW Y^ab\e^ YWZ_fi\ bg 7g`eZg]63. The DfT forecasts an increase of between 24% 
and 72% in vehicle numbers driving on the SRN by 204064. The 2015 Spending 
Review announced that the Roads Investment Strategy will include resurfacing 
over 80% of the SRN and delivering over 1,300 miles of additional lanes65. 

:hZ^Y^W� Ya^ bfSZ\Y h_ Ya^ ]b`bYZe W^YheZYbhg hg ahZ S^hSe^ \hffZgb\ZY^� 
shop and work is widely recognised and starting to have an impact on transport 
provision and demand. The Kntennkient Mqbknkt{ Vtcxennet Peefu cnf WM Ecrcbknkt{ 
Stwf{, published by the Transport Systems Catapult in October 2015 drew on 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-cities-urban-form-and-infrastructure
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interviews with 10,000 respondents, 100 experts and 50 companies. It shows that 
UK travellers are ready for innovation in the way they travel: 53% always look for 
ways to optimise their journey, 39% would consider using driverless cars if they 
were available and 31% of journeys made today in the UK would not have been 
made if alternative means were available that did not necessitate physical travel66. 

Equally though, evidence commissioned for Foresight indicates that new means 
of communication are generally complements (rather than substitutes), for a new 
communication method, or a reduction in the costs of one method, will increase 
all forms of communication. So the greater ease and reduced cost of digital 
communications have increased the number of face-to-face meetings67. 
In addition, in high value-added service and technology sectors, face-to-face 
contact is particularly important because growth of those businesses depends 
critically on the exchange of ideas, and tacit knowledge that can only be 
conveyed in person67. 

8nhanced transport links and employment in cities and city�regions 

Recently, there has been an increasing government focus on the role of quality 
infrastructure in supporting productivity growth. Delivering the right infrastructure 
at a local, regional and national level, across the UK, is a central component of 
the government’s long-term economic plan68 and there is a particular focus on 
transport infrastructure. It is the largest of the infrastructure sectors represented 
by the Infrastructure Plan Project Pipeline in terms of number of projects (302), 
and the second largest in terms of expenditure required (at £127.44 billion)69. 

Transport investment is a relevant dimension for understanding labour mobility 
and employment density because it is an important factor shaping the location 
decisions of businesses, along with the availability of suitably skilled labour70. In 
the 20th century, companies were attracted to suburban locations by their ease 
of accessibility by car and proximity to motorways. Evidence commissioned for 
the Foresight project indicates that today, improvements to public transport speed 
and reliability – particularly rail links – can often diminish the advantages of being 
close to motorways. By locating in city centres businesses can also accommodate 
workers’ environmental concerns, allowing them to take advantage of the growing 
trend for walking or cycling to work71. 

The nature of infrastructure development, including transport, is that it embodies 
massive investments, and therefore both private and public investors have a 
Vb`gbfi\ZgY bgY^W^VY bg Ya^ SWhc^\YbhgV� SW^]b\YbhgV� Zg] _hW^\ZVYV YaZY Zg]^WSbg 
policy decisions16. Evidence suggests that cities will need to develop long-term, 
evidence-based investment plans to be able to identify infrastructure schemes 
with high economic, social and environmental value and impact, as well as the 
institutional vehicles to engage the private sector to deliver them. This requires 
a holistic view of city-region ecosystems including liveability, social infrastructure 
and cost frameworks67. It also requires testing against future scenarios that span 
the extremes of plausibility to understand the potential consequences of radical 
social and economic change21 72 73. 
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Wtbcn Gqxetncnee 

Urban governance refers to the process through which democratically elected 
local governments and the range of stakeholders in cities – such as business 
associations, unions, civil society, and citizens – make decisions about how to 
SeZg� figZg\^� Zg] fZgZ`^ Ya^ ZW[Zg W^Zef14. 

Urban governance is important for a number of reasons. It is critical in shaping 
both the physical and social character of urban regions. It has an impact on the 
VZZgYbY\ Zg] VZZebY\ h_ eh\Ze SZ[eb\ V^WYb\^V Zg] Ya^ ^_fi\b^g\\ ZbYa Zab\a Ya^\ ZW^ 
delivered. It determines whether costs are shared throughout the city-region in 
Z _ZbW Zg] ^_fi\b^gY ZZ\� GW[Zg `hY^WgZg\^ ZeVh Z__^\YV Ya^ Z[bebY\ h_ W^Vb]^gYV Yh 
access their local government and engage in local decision-making74, as well as 
the extent to which local governments are accountable to citizens and responsive 
to their demands14. 

Evidence indicates that different urban governance structures each have 
their advantages. It is broadly argued that smaller governments bring greater 
^_fi\b^g\\� Z\\^VV Zg] Z\\hZgYZ[bebY\� Zabe^ eZW`^W hg^V [Wbg` `W^ZY^W ^\hghfb^V 
of scale, equity and regional coordination14. Debates about the appropriate scale 
_hW ZW[Zg `hY^WgZg\^ ZW^ ZeVh bg\W^ZVbg`e\ bgfjZ^g\^] [\ Ya^ Zb]^e\ a^e]�Yb^Z YaZY 
contemporary city-regions compete on the international stage, independently from 
their national government11. 

The following papers commissioned for the project provide further detail: 

• Vhe hwtwte qh ekt{ necfetuhkr kn the Wnktef Mknifqo 

• Ektkeu cnf rwbnke rqnke{< c texkew rcret 

• Eqorctctkxe wtbcn iqxetncnee 

Key challenge from the evidence 

Changing ideas about city decision-making and accountability: 
What could devolution mean for civic participation and how people will be 
represented in cities? 

The UK has long been regarded as one of the most centralised states in Europe. 
:hZ^Y^W� Ya^ ZW[Zg `hY^WgZg\^ V\VY^f bg Ya^ G0 bV \ZWW^gYe\ bg WZSb] Zg] 
continuous evolution. Its highly centralised nature is evolving into a negotiated 
and customized model with local leaders striking deals with government according 
to local preferences and appetites75. It is important to see the devolution of power 
to cities and city-regions within the UK in the wider national context of the United 
Kingdom and its constituent nations. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/future-of-cities#working-papers
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-of-cities-public-policy
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-cities-comparative-urban-governance
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In 1998, three Devolved Administrations were created in Scotland, Wales and 
Northern Ireland and granted limited powers over areas such as education, 
housing, healthcare, local government and some transport. Since then, the range 
and depth of devolution has increased in each nation76. In England, the Local 
Government Finance Act 201277 granted councils the ability to retain 50% of 
Ya^bW [ZVbg^VV WZY^ \b^e]V _hW Ya^ fiWVY Ybf^� Fa^ 1h\ZebVf 3\Y ����78 also provides 
local authorities a degree of discretion to offer business rate discounts, and most 
bfShWYZgYe\ V^Y hZY Ya^ [ZVbV _hW 5bY\ 6^ZeV � [^VShd^ `hY^WgZg\^ Zg] figZg\bg` 
agreements to be entered into between central government and individual cities. 
Manchester has been a pioneer in exercising these provisions, agreeing an 
‘Earn Back’ deal with the Treasury which allows the city to retain part of the uplift 
in local tax yields if these taxes can be shown to result from local investment in 
bg_WZVYWZ\YZW^� E^SZWZY^ _Whf Ya^ 5bY\ 6^Ze� 0Zg\a^VY^W Zbee ZeVh [^\hf^ Ya^ fiWVY 
English region to get full control of its health and social care spending from April 
201676. 

7ecision�making and accountability 

The Future of Cities project commissioned a series of workshops with over 20 UK 
city leaders in 2014 and 2015. Further detail can be found in Vhe hwtwte qh Ekt{ 
Necfetuhkr kn the Wnktef Mknifqo11. Evidence gathered from these workshops 
indicates that as direct providers of many critical services, city leaders understand 
that with devolution comes a need to be accountable and responsive to their 
citizens. These leaders regarded robust public engagement as critical to the long- 
term sustainability of democratic urban governance11. 

This is particularly important given that in the UK, whilst citizens might have a 
VYWhg` Zg] `WhZbg` Z_figbY\ ZbYa Ya^bW \bYb^V Zg] eh\Ze ZW^ZV� ^Yb]^g\^ VZ``^VYV YabV 
does not necessarily translate into local electoral engagement. Some cities are 
experiencing public disengagement with local democracy, there are perceptions 
that local councillors in some cities are demographically unrepresentative, voter 
turnout is low and the membership of traditional political parties has fallen11 14. 
Moreover, Vhe Srecketu Eqookuukqn qn Dkiktcn Deoqetce{79 highlighted a 
number of key areas where future citizens should be concerned, particularly in 
relation to the ability of citizens to understand and use electronic means of voting. 
One of the implications is that citizens could be disadvantaged with respect 
participation to community life and political process, where they may have 
limited or no access to emerging technologies that become mainstream. 

Evidence commissioned for the Cities project indicates that there are reforms 
which could mitigate these impacts, for example equipping young people to 
live and work in a more computational world. Shifting society towards digital 
creation rather than just consumption could catalyse a profound change in civic 
engagement80. City leaders in the Foresight workshops also felt that in future, 
national political contests should make adequate space for the discussion of 
local issues, which would go some way to addressing, in many places, concerns 
over trust and honesty that are affecting voter turnout and civic participation11. 
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In addition, distributing leadership responsibilities among a range of people and 
groups was seen as a means to empower and enable a broad variety of actors to 
get involved in city leadership and decision-making. Many workshop participants 
recounted how they have been most effective when they have engaged with their 
\hffZgbYb^V Yh fig] Ya^ W^e^YZgY S^hSe^ Yh \hf^ Yh`^Ya^W ZWhZg] Zg bVVZ^� FabV 
networked, collaborative approach is seen as a more sophisticated mode 
of leadership than hierarchical models11 74. 

City Foresight is the science of thinking about the future of cities and it may offer 
leaders a chance to set a new and distinctive direction for their areas, while 
engaging creatively with partners and citizens, including young people. Evidence 
for the Hqteukiht hqt Ektkeu report81 indicates that futures thinking can encourage 
an emotional engagement that may motivate people to become more involved 
ZbYa \bYb\ fZYY^WV – VZ\a ZV fig]bg` hSShWYZgbYb^V _hW g^Z Vh\bZe ^gY^WSWbV^V Yh 
deliver public services, or organising crowdsourced funding for environmental 
projects. This in turn may engender civic pride, rebuild trust in municipal 
leadership, and increase electoral turnout. 

9igure ��- :roups engaged in city foresight  

8M8R:<N: SP468 9OR 
6<TY 9OR8S<:;T 

Academic Foresight 
Network 

Long Term 
City Visions 

City Deals 

Thematic Action 
Group 

Creative Futures 
Thinking 

6<TY 
:OV8RNM8NT 

PU5L<6 
Public Consultation 

68NTR4L 
:OV8RNM8NT 

6<TY�R8:<ON4L 5O7<8S 
Combined Authorities 

Local Enterprise 
Partnerships 

OT;8R 
Universities 

Utilities 
Consultancies 

Advisory Bodies 

Source: Foresight 
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Eqnenwukqn
 

The Foresight Future of Cities project has developed a comprehensive evidence 
[ZV^ hg VS^\bfi\ bVVZ^V W^eZYbg` Yh \bYb^V� Zg] VZffZWbV^] YaZY ^Yb]^g\^ [ZV^ bg 
this report. The project has attempted a distinctive approach, combining tradi- 
tional evidence gathering, with long-term futures thinking on city challenges and 
figZee\ S^WVS^\YbY^V _Whf \bY\ VYZd^ahe]^WV ZY Ya^ eh\Ze e^Y^e� IhWdbg` ZbYa gZYbhgZe 
and local government the project brought together a range of actors involved in 
city decision-making and policy-making processes, adapting an open policy-mak- 
ing approach to city-level engagement – generating new ideas between national 
and local government. 

From the evidence base, this report has distilled ten key challenges for the 
future of UK cities as well as opportunities which cities can take advantage of. 
Underpinning these are cross-cutting themes such as technology and health, and 
a sense of the complex independency of the issues. Whilst these ten challenges 
and opportunities are not exhaustive, and different stakeholders may place 
different emphasis on some areas over others, they can be a useful starting point 
for the prioritisation of national and local government focus on cities. Foresight 
has worked with local and national actors on the separate Gtcfwcte Mqbknkt{ 
cnf Ptqfwetkxkt{ project to demonstrate new way of making policy in a devolution 
context. 

Most commentators will agree that the future of the UK is entwined with the future 
of its cities, and this relationship has grown stronger over recent years because 
of the economic and population growth in cities. As the process of devolution 
plays out in an incremental way, the role of national government will adjust as it 
operates in a context where powers are devolved. Cities will play an increasingly 
important role in determining the success of national policy issues, even if those 
issues are seemingly ‘place-blind’. Equally, cities will be socially and spatially 
affected by national policy priorities, whether or not that is the explicit intention of 
YahV^ Sheb\b^V� :bVYhWb\Zee\� Ya^ G0 aZV [^g^fiYY^] _Whf bYV Wb\a Zg] ]bY^WV^ ZW[Zg 
network, and in the future our national success will be tied ever more closely to 
the strength of our cities. 
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Annez A< Methqfqnqikecn nqte* 

Fa^W^ bV gh Z`W^^] ]^figbYbhg h_ Z µ\bY\’ bg Y^WfV h_ `^h`WZSab\Ze [hZg]ZWb^V� 
6b__^W^gY ZZYahWV� Zg] ]b__^W^gY VYZ]b^V� ZV^ ]b__^W^gY ]^figbYbhgV� ;g Ya^ G0 Ya^W^ bV 
gh Vbg`e^ \hgVbVY^gY hW h_fi\bZe ]^figbYbhg YaZY bV ZV^] ZV Ya^ [ZVbV _hW SZ[eb\ Sheb\\ 
interventions. This makes analysis, especially over time, far from straightforward, 
Zg] \hgYWZVYV ZbYa Ya^ VbYZZYbhg bg Ya^ GgbY^] EYZY^V� Za^W^ Zg h_fi\bZe V\VY^f 
h_ ��� f^YWhShebYZg VYZYbVYb\Ze ZW^ZV (0E3V)� ]^fig^] [\ Ya^ GE 4_fi\^ h_ 
Management and Budget, can be used to study urban trends and developments. 

;]^Zee\� \bYb^V ZhZe] [^ ]^fig^] VSZYbZee\ bg ^\hghfb\Zee\ _Zg\YbhgZe Y^WfV� FhZgV 
and cities can be thought of as labour markets, so that an obvious functional 
]^figbYbhg ZhZe] [^ bg Y^WfV h_ ]bVYbg\Y YWZY^e Yh ZhWd ZW^ZV (FFI3V)� YaZY bV 
as spatial units within which the bulk of the resident people also work. This is 
Ya^ [ZVbV h_ Ya^ GE 0E3V W^_^WW^] Yh Z[hY^� Ya^V^ ZW^ ]^fig^] ZV hg^ hW fhW^ 
adjacent counties or county equivalents that have at least one urban core area 
of at least 50,000 population, plus adjacent territory that has a high degree of 
social and economic integration with the core as measured by commuting ties. 

6^figbg` \bYb^V ZV FFI3V W^VZbW^V Ya^ ZgZe\VbV h_ \hffZYbg` SZYY^WgV� ;g Ya^ G0� 
FFI3V ZW^ ]^fig^] ZV YahV^ ZW^ZV bg Zab\a `^g^WZee\ ZY e^ZVY ��% h_ Zg ZW^Z'V 
resident workforce work in the area and at least 75% of the people who work in 
the area also live in the area. The area must also have a working population of 
at least 3,500. 

But using these TTWAs to delimit cities is problematic. There is the issue of 
designating which TTWAs correspond to cities: what should be the minimum 
population size to qualify as a city? Given that some TTWAs in the UK are quite 
small in population, and hardly constitute cities, some criteria would have to 
be found to amalgamate neighbouring TTWAs into larger units. There is then 
the problem that for areas with a working population in excess of 25,000, self- 
containment rates as low as 66% are accepted. Further, there has been a 
steady trend over time in longer-distance commuting, so that the geographical 
boundaries of many TTWAs have expanded. The result is that while there were 
334 TTWAs across the UK in 1981, in 1991 this had fallen to 314, and in 2007 
(based on 2001 data) to 234. A further revision of the TTWAs has just been 
completed based on the 2011 census which has reduced the number of 
TTWAs to 228. 

* Adapted from: Martin, R., Gardiner, B. and Tyler, P. (2014) The evolving economic performance of UK cities: city growth 
SZYY^WgV ���������� 1hg]hg� 9hY^Wgf^gY 4_fi\^ _hW E\b^g\^� 
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Annex 55 

Annez D< A hqtkzqn uecn qh teehnqnqikeu kn the hwtwte qh ektkeu 
The pace of technological development is too fast to look accurately 50 years 
Za^Z]� :hZ^Y^W� _Whf ahWb]hg V\Zggbg` Z^ \Zg V^^ Z gZf[^W h_ VS^\bfi\ 
technologies likely to affect UK cities in the future. These include: 

F75:34149;7E POTENTIAL IMPACT ON UK CITIES 

Big data, data science • The use of real time data and huge datasets to become a part of mundane 
reality 

Internet of Things • 
• 

Pervasive sensing, smart workplace and connected home 
;fSZ\Y hg \bY\�[ZV^] SZ[eb\ V^WYb\^ ]^ebY^W\� \bYb]^g�V\b^g\^ bgfjZ^g\^ hg 
public resource allocation? 

Satellites and commercial applications 
of space 

• (What implications from enhanced urban sensing?) 

Agri-science • 1ZW`^ bg\W^ZV^ h_ ZW[Zg _ZWfbg` (`W^ZY^W ZW[Zg W^VhZW\^ V^e_�VZ_fi\b^g\\) 

Life sciences, genomics and synthetic 
biology 

• 

• 

‘Living buildings’ with carbon-capturing building materials, algal biomass 
production, bioluminescence 
0^]b\Ze Z]YZg\^V e^Z]bg` Yh bg\W^ZV^] ehg`^YbY\� bgfjZ^g\^V ]^fh`WZSab\ 
change 

Robotics and autonomous systems • 

• 

Driverless vehicles, drones (work-travel patterns, investment priorities for 
strategic road networks, congestion, reduced freight on roads, new patterns 
of trade between cities?) 
Automation of labour 

Advanced materials and nano- 
technology 

• 
• 

Smart materials 
Multifunctional public realm 

Additive manufacturing /3D printing • Reintroduction of manufacturing to urban centres (reduced freight on road 
g^YZhWd …) SeZZVb[e^ bfSZ\YV hg ZW[Zg _hWf�ab`a VYW^^YV�^g^W`\ fjhZV� 
Relocalisation 

Micro/distributed energy generation • 
• 
• 

Impact on urban form? 
Greater demand for public transport and non-motorised travel 
New grid requirements 

Energy storage technologies including 
cheap, high capacity batteries 

• To enable widespread adoption of micro and distributed generation methods 

Smart meters • Reduce energy consumption, greater potential for distributed small scale 
energy generation? 

District heating and cooling • 
• 

:b`a^W ]^gVbY\ ZW[Zg _hWf ]^Y^ehSf^gY� fhW^ VaZW^] ebYbg` VSZ\^V 
Needs to overcome cultural resistance among UK householders 

EhZW\^V� 94�E\b^g\^�5Z[bg^Y 4_fi\^ D^Yb^Z h_ 7f^W`bg` F̂ \agheh`b^V (_hWYa\hfbg`)- :0 9hY^Wgf^gY (����) Gkiht Gtect 
Veehnqnqikeu aYYSV���ZZZ�`hY�Zd�`hY^Wgf^gY�SZ[eb\ZYbhgV�^b`aY�`W^ZY�Y^\agheh`b^V�bg_h`WZSab\V (Z\\^VV^] ����������)- 
9ZWYg^W F̂ \agheh`\ :\S^ 5\\e^ ����- 5eb_Y� D�� 6WZ\dfZg� 3�� 5aWbVYb^� ;�� 0^gg^]\� 5� Zg] 0^bWVY^Z]� -� (����) Wtbcn 
Metcbqnkuo< c texkew kn the WM eqntezt� 1hg]hg� 9hY^Wgf^gY 4_fi\^ _hW E\b^g\^� 
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